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Wang Tianhai was terrified at this very instant. This Felix was really bold! He left
his territory and he even brought all his troops over to his territory! Seeing
hundreds of helicopters in the sky Wang Tianhai felt lightheaded. “Felix… Felix,
how dare you? How dare you… You’ve brought over all of the troops in the
central region! You..” Wang Tianhai’s face was covered in sweat. Felix’s face was
still extremely gloomy. He answered slowly, “There’s nothing to be afraid of. The
military from the central region is just here to put up an act, why is that not
allowed? Wang Tianhai, don’t you forget that Usmait’s military is just branched
out from the center region’s military! From the very beginning, I have the
authority to trespass into Usmait. This was what Sebastian promised back then!”
Wang Tianhai nodded, but he still asked in disbelief, “Yes, the central region’s
military can come here to train but what about you? You, Felix, are also here for
some training? Do you think I’m a fool? You come all the way over here to train?
Or are you telling me that the entire central region’s military just comes over
here to train?” Felix answered in a low voice, “You can interpret it however you
like, I’m just trying not to humiliate you. If you think I’m doing this on purpose,
you can feel free to do so…”Wang Tianhai’s face twitched.

Then, he took a deep breath and forced himself to calm down. What else could he
do if he didn’t calm down? Try to start a fight with Felix? It could be seen from his
attacks from before, he had reached the peak of God of War. He was so close to
reaching greater heights. On the other hand, Wang Tianhai was still at the early
stage of God of War, if he really wanted to fight Felix, he was most likely going to
end up being scuppered by Felix. Regardless, Wang Tianhai was still the most
feared figure in Usmait. He couldn’t allow the fact that outsiders were here to
block him in his own territory. Wang Tianhai stared at Felix and uttered, “If I
really have to leave this place…” As Wang Tianhai finished his words, he exerted
his terrifying oppressive aura and it seemed like they were about to start a fight.
Felix fell silent for a moment. He did not say anything, but he raised the katana in
his hand again. The katana pointed directly at Wang Tianhai’s head, without any
imposing manner… Time passed slowly, one minute later and two minutes
later… Finally, five minutes later, Wang Tianhai and Felix, the two War Gods of
the Frogua, still did not speak.

Their eyes were fixed on each other, and their aura was locked on each other.
Neither of them wanted to back down. The two military troops outside were also
staring at each other. Finally, Wang Tianhai broke the silence and shouted at
Felix furiously, “Felix! You’re playing with fire! What’s on your mind? You just
wanted to kill me. Do you really want to kill me? Is the central region going to
start a fight with Usmait? Are you out of your mind? I’m going to report this to
Terrance, just you wait!” In the end, Wang Tianhai did not choose to fight with
Felix. If they really started a fight, regardless of who won, it would be a loss to
Frogua’s recourse! He would rather choose to be humiliated! But just as Wang
Tianhai was about to call Terrance, who was in Vowhye, his cell phone suddenly
rang. He took out his mobile phone and saw Fu Junlin was calling him. Wang
Tianhai’s eyes narrowed and he quickly picked it up. “Fu Junlin, where are you?
You…” Before Wang Tianhai could finish his words, Fu Junlin’s panicked voice



came from the other end, “Mr. Wang, save me! I’m in the suburbs now, and I’m
being hunted down. The people who are assassinating me are very strong. More
than half of my subordinates have been killed. Mr. Wang, you have to save me…”
Upon hearing this, Wang Tianhai’s heart trembled. Sure enough, his doubts were
correct, he was being assassinated. But his heart still trembled when he heard
this, he knew how powerful Fu Junlin’s subordinates were. He was rich and he
had hired hundreds of five-star masters from the retired military. They had ample
amount of experience in combat. There were more than a hundred five-star
masters with sufficient combat experience. Even if he fought against them alone,
although he would not be killed by them, he would rather avoid them and choose
not to take them head-on! This was also one of the reasons why he had not
touched Fu Junlin in recent years. He was afraid that Fu Junlin would retaliate
and with so many experienced subordinates, Usmait will fall into complete
chaos… That was why Wang Tianhai was so puzzled. Wang Tianhai raised his head
and took a deep look at Felix, who was staring at him with his sword. Then he
shouted at Fu Junlin on the phone, “Fu Junlin, tell how have you provoked. What
in the

being assassinated! Tell me who is it that you have provoked and what kind of
person can force you to such extend?” From the other end of the phone came the
sound of the wind whistling and the sound of gasping for air. Obviously, Fu Junlin
was frantically sprinting at this moment. When he heard Wang Tianhai’s question,
he hurriedly said, “No, Mr. Wang, I really didn’t offend anyone. Let’s not talk
about this anymore. The people after me is too strong and I’m heading to your
place. Send someone over to pick

me up…” Fu Junlin on the other side of the phone was really anxious. He was
frantically running toward Wang Tianhai. However, when he finished speaking,
the other side of the phone did not respond for a long time. After some moment,
Fu Junlin continued to urge, “Mr. Wang? Say something, say something. Hurry up
and send someone to pick me up…” “Mr. Wang, this is not funny! I’m not joking
with you. I’m really being hunted down. I’m going to die. I’m really going to die.
How about this? You send someone to pick me up. After that, I’ll donate 10 billion
yuan to the Usmait’s military. What do you think? What about 20 billion yuan!
Hurry up…My people can’t hold on any longer…” Fu Junlin on the other end of
the phone was desperate… On the other hand, Wang Tianhai took a deep look at
Felix, who was holding a sword and fixated at him. He said to Fu Junlin on the
other side of the phone in a low voice, “Don’t come to my place, Felix the God of
War from the central region is here to stop me. I can’t send anyone there. You… I
wish you the best of luck…” After Wang Tianhai finished speaking, he hung up
the phone without waiting for Fu Junlin’s reply. Then, he threw the phone
directly in front of Felix! “Felix! I hope you know what you’re doing now! I’ll
contact Terrance now!” Wang Tianhai shouted furiously at Felix. He was about to
lose his mind! That was the Junlin Group, the largest organization in Usmait! It
was the pride of Usmait! It was Frogua’s pride! Then, Wang Tianhai ignored Felix
and went to his desk and dialed the number of the headquarters of the military
stationed in Vowhye. “I’m Usmait’s God of War, Wang Tianhai! Ask Terrance to
pick up, this is urgent!”

The next moment, Terrance’s voice echoed from the other end of the phone.
“Wang Tianhai, I’m here. Don’t worry. I’ve already known about what happened in
the Junlin Group in Usmait City, including the fact that Felix, the God of War of
the Central Region, led the army to your place. I’ve already known all about it…”



“What.” When Wang Tianhai was dumbfounded when he heard it was Terrance’s
voice. He asked subconsciously, “Terrance, you already know? Then why is Felix

still…”

Before Wang Tianhai could finish his words, Terrance interrupted him, “Don’t ask.
This matter is very complicated. Just pretend that you don’t know anything. You
have nothing to do with the Junlin Group. Just stay put and take care of your
troops! If you feel it’s too boring then perhaps have a sparring session with Felix
and train your troops!” After saying that, he hung up the phone. Then Wang
Tianhai was left completely stunned. Felix looked at him and he had long
expected his expression. Wang Tianhai was puzzled. He stared at Felix and
uttered, “You… you already knew

that Terrance would say that right?” Felix nodded and said, “That’s right.
Otherwise, do you really think I’m that crazy? Well, don’t be impulsive. Fu Junlin,
who is supposed to die, has nothing to do with you. Stay here. I’ll stay with you
for the next few days…” With a complicated look in his eyes, Wang Tianhai
furiously picked up the chair next to him and smashed it hard on the ground.
Loud successions of things smashing against the ground could be heard. He
smashed and kicked things to vent out his anger. He was really going to lose his
mind. There were so many things happening under his nose and as the God of
War, he was completely clueless! The next moment, Wang Tianhai, who had
vented his anger, stared at Felix and asked, “Felix! Don’t force me! Tell me what
happened! Who did this to Fu Junlin? Who on earth has such great power? I’ve
received news from the Government Affairs Department that Si Tianzheng is also
blocked. All the big shots were pressured not to ask about the Junln group. The
Shangguan, Yin and all the powerful families in Usmait were also blocked from
taking any actions! Both God of War of the central region were also here in
person! Tell me who is behind all of this! If don’t blame me for rushing out and
disrupting your plans!” After saying that, Wang Tianhai took a deep breath and
stared at Felix, saying, “Felix, don’t force me! Really, don’t force me…” A loud
thud could be heard! Wang Tianhai’s imposing aura exploded. He was so
frustrated that he could barely suppress it anymore. At the very least, he has the
right to know what was going on. But in the next moment, something happened
and it left Wang Tianhai’s jaw dropped. Because Felix, who had been blocking him,
suddenly put away his sword at this moment, turned sideways and made way for
him… “If you want to go, just go. It’s up to you, but… don’t regret it. Do you
really think I’m trying to harm you? If you want to go, then do as you wish…” Felix
said with a sneer. “What…” Felix suddenly made way for him, which made Wang
Tianhai suspicious for a moment. Moments ago when he wanted to get out, Felix
was there to stop him at all cost and that was the reason why he backed down. He
looked at Felix in a daze and asked, “What…what do you mean? Why…why will I
regret it? Don’t lie to me. No matter what I’m also a God of War! Can those
people be stronger than me?” Felix sneered, then walked to the sofa and
completely gave way to Wang Tianhai. Felix said as he walked, “Those people are
not as strong as you. How strong are you? You are the God of War of the Frogua.
But those people are stronger than me. This time, ten of them came, and all ten
of them were stronger than me. Just go,

you can fight all ten of them alone. You are very strong. Go, it’s fine. It’s really
fine…” “What.” Wang Tianhai was about to take a step forward when he suddenly
froze on the spot. His heart jolted violently in an instant, and cold sweat broke



out all over his body in an instant. was he joking with Wang Tianhai? Ten experts
at the peak of the God of War who are stronger than Felix? Stop joking around. If
he really went there, would he be able to come back alive? Let alone ten, even if
it was Felix, he couldn’t beat him. An idea flashed in Wang Tianhai’s mind. He
suddenly turned his head and stared at Felix. His face instantly turned pale
because he thought of something. Who else was powerful enough to assemble
ten peaks God of War, only the Dragon Temple who had just gotten their way
into Frogua was powerful enough. Or else who can it be? “He… are they from the
Dragon Temple? By the way, Felix, you stayed in the Dragon Temple before you
returned to the country. You must know something about them, right? Tell me
quickly, is it true or not?” Wang Tianhai felt a chill down his spine. With his status,
he naturally knew about the matter that happened in Apren City half a month
ago. Sebastian who has the highest standing in the military in Frogua met up with
the Dragon Temple’s Lord and Sebastian had the intention to hand over the
entire Frogua’s military to him… Felix looked at Wang Tianhai with a faint smile
and said slowly, “What do you think?” “Then…will that person come over to
Usmait?” Wang Tianhai’s face turned even paler. Felix nodded and said no more.
Then Wang Tianhai fell to the ground with a thud… His face was covered with
cold sweat…

At four o’clock in the afternoon, in the western suburbs of Usmait City, Fu Junlin,
who was in a mess, was fleeing desperately with more than a dozen five-star
masters…However, they didn’t dare to take another step because several
experts with masks appeared in the valley in front of them, blocking their path.
Concurrently, experts appeared from all directions of the valley. Fu Junlin was
completely surrounded at this moment, and there was no way to escape… At the
top of the valley, Alpha 1 sneered and looked at Fu Junlin, who was in a mess. He
said, “Aren’t you going to run? Aren’t you very good at running away? Go on…
run…” Alpha l’s face was full of rage, and he didn’t take Fu Junlin and his guards
seriously at all… Because he clearly knew his Lord’s temper. If his Lord wanted to
kill him

personally, there was no escape for Fu Junlin…

Meanwhile, just as Alpha 1 and the others had completely surrounded Fu Junlin,
about a thousand miles away in Oplen, Joseph had just bid his farewell with Paige
and he was heading for his private jet… The cabin door was closed, and the plane
took off very quickly and flew towards Usmait with tremendous speed…
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Onboard the plane, Joseph was filled with emotions. Five years ago, he was badly
injured in Usmait and he fled to Oplen then to the Outer Region. In a blink of an

“Fu Junlin, I did a huge mistake of trusting you back then. I even named the
company after your name… Perhaps this is my biggest mistake…” As the plane is
heading off to Usmait, emotions surged in Joseph’s heart. He was nowmarried to
Paige and Chloe was by their side. He was very delighted. If he had to choose he



would be willing to give up everything for his family. However, he was not able to
close an eye to this grudge. This was due to Fu Junlin having made his wife and
daughter suffer. Especially his daughter, she was just so small… Joseph had a lot
of thoughts in his mind. While he was deep in his thoughts, he received reports of
the Usmait news on his phone. Joseph tapped into them and read it. Soon, he
frowned. Bradley and Lewis had been blocking the Municipal Administration
Department. Logan, Dennis and Ernie were blocking Usmait’s top families and
Felix was even more ruthless to have brought over thousands of troops over to
Usmait’s military headquarters. Joseph’s mouth twitched when he read this.
“When did the Dragon Temple have to go and block people? What are these
people doing? I would like to see who is bold enough to go against us. If they
dare to go against us then we will just destroy them. Why so much trouble?”
Joseph rubbed his temples. Because all these years in Outer Region, Dragon
Temple was decisive with their operations. Why do they have to be so
troublesome and go to block people? If they want to retaliate then just let
them… Joseph was extremely gloomy and added Bradley, Lewis, Dennis, Ernie,
Logan, and Felix into a group chat. Then he sent a voice message to the group
chat, “Who asked you to go and block people? Come over to Usmait Northern
airport, I’ll be right there in a minute. If they want to retaliate let them. You all
are embarrassing me!” Joseph was a little upset and ended his voice message.
Then, he put the phone away. Looking at the scene in the sky outside the window,
he had nothing to say anymore… The moment Joseph put down his phone, Felix,
who was blocking the Usmait military’s headquarters stood up and wanted to
leave. He was covered in cold sweat. Wang Tianhai, Usmait’s God of Warsaw and
he asked in a hurry, “Felix, where are you going?”

Felix paused and answered, “What am I doing? Of course, I’m retreating back to
the central region. Why would I be staying here? Are you going to take care of me?
Or is it that you don’t want to see me leave?” “What…” Wang Tianhai stuttered.
There was nothing wrong with Felix’s words, but he felt it strange as he had just
overheard the voice message that Felix had just received. Thus, he asked
carefully, “Is that guy coming to Usmait?” Felix smirked and looked at Wang
Tianhai with a faint smile. “Yes, he will be there in a while. I’m heading to the
airport now, why do you want to follow? Or do you want to bring over all your
troops there…”

The muscles on Wang Tianhai’s face twitched again. He quickly waved his hand
and said, “Stop joking around. You know I don’t mean that. But Felix, can I… can I
really go with you? Don’t worry, I promise not to be impulsive, I just want to meet
that guy. Felix can I really…” Felix sneered and answered, “If you have the guts,
do whatever you like. Well, hurry up. He is already on his way here. He will be
here in about an hour… Felix said as he strode out. Wang Tianhai also hurried to
follow him. However, he was extremely excited. He was the legend of the Outer
Region, the Lord of Dragon Temple! And that day he was going to meet the
legend himself. His power was unmeasurable and he had the Four Heavenly Kings,
Tens of God of War, and over three thousand five-star masters under his
command. There was not a single doubt why he was called a legend. Concurrently,
Logan, Dennis, and Ernie, who were still in the Shangguan family, their
expression changed drastically. They quickly got up and headed out. However,
when Logan walked to the door, he looked back and said to Shangguan Bo and
Yin Zheng, “Don’t you want to meet the mastermind behind all these? He will be
here in a minute. Do you want to come? He said that he doesn’t mind you
coming...” Shangguan Bo and Yin Zheng stared at each other. Both of them were
puzzled, but they still stood up and followed Logan and the others out. As for the



other chiefs of the powerful families in Usmait City, they didn’t dare to even
move. There was nothing else, they… didn’t dare to move! It was true, even these
big shots were not qualified to meet people like Joseph. Three minutes later,
Bradley and Lewis were still tucked at the Municipal Administration Department.
This was because all of them were waiting for the news, they were all staring at
the digital map on the wall of the conference room. On the map were dozens of
white dots and it surrounded a red dot. Si Tianzheng and the chief of the Police
Department were fixated on the red dot as it represents Fu Junlin. They were
waiting for the news whether Fu Junlin was dead or alive… The next moment,
Bradley and Lewis stood up and stared at each other. Then Bradley said to Si
Tianzheng and Lu Tianxun, “Mr. Si, Mr. Lu, don’t you have

doubts in your hearts? Are you interested in meeting the mastermind behind
this?” Lu Tianxun, the chief of the Police Department, stared at Si Tianzheng. Si

Tianzheng looked deeply at Bradley and asked, “Mr. Armstrong, do you mean the
mastermind behind all these is here?” Bradley smirked meaningfully and didn’t
answer Si Tianzheng’s question. Instead, he continued to ask, “Why, do you want
to join us? He has already asked me and Lewis not to make things difficult for you.
As the two personnel that manage Usmait, now is your chance to intervene and
try to save the Junlin Group. You can even send someone over to try and rescue
him. Rest assured he will not die before my lord arrives. There’s still time to save
Fu Junlin, choose yourself. Quick, make up your mind, you only have one
chance…” After Bradley finished speaking, he exchanged glances with Lewis and
quickly walked out. After the two of them left, Si Tianzheng and Lu Tianxun were
left dumbfounded. This was due to the fact that they just left so easily,
previously they were still here blocking them with all their might. Now they left
the place and allowed them to intervene and do whatever they wished. Of course,
this was what Bradley said after that person arrived…

mind them intervening and they are allowed to do whatever they want. For a
moment, the two were dumbfounded. They looked at each other before chasing
after Bradley and Lewis in a hurry. An hour later, a private plane landed at the
airport in the Northern outskirts of the Usmait. When the cabin door opened,
Joseph walked out of the plane in a suit. He glanced around and saw Felix, who
was waiting for him, and Usmait’s God of War, Wang Tianhai. “Lord!” Seeing
Joseph come down, Felix hurried forward to greet him. Although the two of them
had just bid farewell the day before at Oplen but Felix was still too excited to see
Joseph. Back then he didn’t want to leave the Dragon Temple but the central
region was not going too well and he had no choice but to leave for the central
region. From then onwards he had never returned back to the Dragon Temple.
And he was so excited after knowing that Joseph was heading to Frogua. Joseph
said with a smile, “Didn’t we just meet yesterday? And have I asked you to bring a
thousand troops over to Usmait’s military base to block them? You are
embarrassing me! If they want to intervene then let them…” Joseph said this
very casually but his words startled Wang Tianhai. How bold did he have to say
such words! He was indeed the Lord of Dragon temple and he might be the
person to take over the entire Frogua military! Wang Tianhai had gotten news
that Sebastian was willing to hand over the entire Frogua military to him if he
agrees to do so! Thinking of this, Wang Tianhai also saw that Joseph was looking
at him in confusion. He quickly stepped forward and said, “I am Usmait’s God of
War, Wang Tianhai. Its an honor to meet you the Lord of Dragon Temple!” Joseph
looked at Wang Tianhai with a faint smile and nodded. He said, “Well, you don’t
have to be so polite. Besides, you are not my subordinate. You are different from



Felix, you are Usmait’s God of War and the commander of Usmait’s military.
Today Felix has gone overboard and please don’t take it to heart…” “How would I.
Moreover, Usmait’s military did intend to intervene with the Junlin Group…”
Wang Tianhai hurriedly shook his head, and his heart was trembling with fear.
Although, his combat prowess had reached the peak of God of War but to Joseph,
he was just a small fry. If they were really to start a fight, he might not be able to
take on Joseph! Instantly, Wang Tianhai was filled with fear… Just as Joseph was
about to open his mouth, Logan, Bradley and the others came rushing in the
distance. They saw that Joseph had already gotten off the plane and they picked
up their pace. Soon, a large group of people came to Joseph’s side. Everyone
present was considered the big shots of Usmait but in front of Joseph, all of
them were terrified especially people like Si Tianzheng, Lu Tianxun, Shangguan
Bo and Yin Zheng who were their first time meeting Joseph… “Greetings, Lord…
Logan, Dennis, Ernie, Bradley, and Lewis all bowed to Joseph. Joseph waved his
hand with a smile and said, “You don’t have to be so polite. It’s not ancient times.
Get up.” After saying that, Joseph looked at Si Tianzheng, Shangguan Bo, and the
other three people and said, “I’ve heard about you. The chief of the Government
Affairs Department, the chief of the Police Department, and the head of the Yin
family, right? Well, since all the big shots of Usmait were here, I’ll formally
introduce myself. Because even if I don’t say anything, I believe you guys have
some assumptions about my identity. I just hope that you can keep it a secret…”
Joseph paused and said, “My name is Joseph Dawson. I’m the Lord of the Outer
Region Dragon Temple. This time, I have to settle some personal grievances with
Fu Junlin. If you want to stop me, just do it. Don’t worry about me. Well, I’ve
finished my words. Fellow big shots Usmait, do you have anything you would like
to say…” There was always a faint smile on Joseph’s face, and he had absolute
confidence in himself. Even if he came alone that day, he alone was about to
single-handedly take down a thousand troops. After Joseph finished speaking
and revealed his true identity, Si Tianzheng, Lu Tianxun, Shangguan Bo, and Yin
Zheng’s expressions all changed greatly. Their eyes widened and their bodies
began to tremble. In an instant, their bodies were drenched in cold sweat, and
their hearts were drowned in fear and horror…
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“My name is Joseph, the Lord of the Outer Region Dragon Temple.” These words
had left them puzzled. With their identity as the big shots of Frogua naturally,
they had some knowledge of the Outer Region. They obviously knew about the
legendary Dragon Temple and the reason why their organization was regarded so
highly was due to the fact that they had destroyed the Ironclouds Organization!
Rumors had it that a few months ago, the Lord of the Dragon Temple fought
head on against the three Devine Kings and nine God of War. Every single one
was killed by him. The strength of the Lord of the Dragon Temple was
unfathomable, not to mention that he now had four Devine Kings, dozens of God
of Wars, and thousands of five-star masters. Such a person is considered a big
shot in the entire Frogua or even in the entire Outer Region. When Si Tianzheng
and Lu Tianxun were facing Joseph, their legs went weak and their clothes were
soaked in cold sweat. Their faces were extremely pale and their lips were
twitching. They quickly lowered their heads. meanwhile, they didn’t even have



the courage to look Joseph in the eyes. As for Shangguan Bo and Yin Zheng, their
hearts were trembling. They finally understood why the two of them would be so
arrogant and said that they were not qualified to meet their Lord.(This novel will
be daily updtaed at ) They were truly not qualified to meet such a person…
Seeing that they did not refute, Joseph glanced at them with a smile, including
Wang Tianhai. Then he continued, “Well, I’ll repeat again! You people here are all
the big shots in Usmait and you are capable of intervening. Even if you wish to
attack me, this is your chance now. If you don’t take any action now then don’t
intervene in our operation in the future. Or else we will destroy you all! Don’t say
that I didn’t give you all the chance to do so!” Joseph’s eyes were livid. All these
Usmait’s big shots were just mere ants in Joseph’s eyes. “No… I don’t dare!” Si
Tianzheng, Wang Tianhai, Shangguan Bo, and the others hurriedly answered
Joseph. Because at that moment, they really felt the fear of death. It was just
Joseph alone but he had the aura that was so strong that it felt as if the entire
sky was pressing down on them. Facing Joseph, they could just lower their heads
and now daring to refute…O Joseph snorted. The aura of the Lord of the Outer
Region Dragon Temple swept past them and they were left trembling. Meanwhile,
Wang Tianhai’s phone rang. It was from the phone that he used for his work, and
it only has a few numbers saved in it. Wang Tianhai’s expression changed
drastically when he saw the number on it. It was from the Frogua’s four elders,
Sebastian commander in chief of Frogua’s military. “Wang Tianhai, from this
moment onwards you will obey all the orders from the Lord of Dragon Temple.
I’m on his side and he will be the person taking over Frogua’s military! If I’m not
mistaken, he should be in Usmait for a few days, go

Frogua. If you dare make him blunder, I will go there and kill you myself!” Wang
Tianhai’s expression changed and Joseph felt frowned as he felt the fluctuations
in Wang Tianhai’s emotions. He turned to him and asked coldly, “Why, is the God
of War going to retaliate?” The next moment, Wang Tianhai was on his knee and
he lowered his head and said, “You have misunderstood, I have just gotten news
fromMr Sebastian that from this moment onwards the entire Usmait’s military
will be under you command!” “What? Sebastian? The old man who bowed to all
the people for the sake of the Frogua?” Joseph murmured in his heart and
frowned slightly. He had met Sebastian in Apren City have a year ago and he had
gained Sebastian’s respect as he had been serving the country for his entire life.
From what he can tell, that old man was still as strong as ever but he was too
exhausted. It was as if he was about to

collapse any moment. O As for why Sebastian knew about his arrival in Usmait,
was because for people like him and Terrance had to keep an eye on people like
Joseph because his presence was too terrifying. Joseph didn’t think much of it
and continued to ask Wang Tianhai, “Did Mr. Sebastian say anything else?” Wang
Tianhai gritted his teeth and lowered his head even lower. His voice became even
more respectful as he said in a low voice, “Mr. Sebastian said from this moment
onwards you are considered the fifth elder in Frogua!”(This novel will be daily
updtaed at ) “Thud” Without any hesitation, the others present knelt down as a
way to show their respect. Their hearts were filled with terror. As for Felix,
Dennis, Ernie, Logan, Bradley and lewis were so excited to hear that he was
promoted as the fifth elder in Frogua. That was such a prestigious title and it
seemed like the rumor was real. All the elders wanted Joseph to take over
Frogua’s military! Once the person in front of them take over the entire Frogua’s
military and he was originally the Lord of the Outer Region Dragon Temple! How
noble would he be! The Frogua’s fifth elder! However, in the face of the
excitement of the few people in front of him, Joseph’s frown deepened. He had



guessed what Sebastian and the other elders were trying to do. He wanted him
to bring all of Dragon Temple’s troops back to Froguo! NowWang Tianhai was
going to spread the news to the entire Usmait before Joseph even accept this
offer. And now they even spread the word of him being the fifth

elder of Frogua! Joseph frowned. He had been fighting in the Outer Region for
many years and he was a little exhausted. Now he was back to Frogua and he
found his wife and daughter. He initially planned to stay in Usmait with Paige and
Chole and have an ordinary life. He wanted to stay by Paige’s side and take care
of Choe. As to make up for the years he was not by Chloe’s side when she was still
a kid! However, Sebastian and the others elder kept offering him things. Joseph
can’t help feeling uncomfortable as he doesn’t like owing anyone. Then he
looked at Wang Tianhai and shouted coldly, “First, I didn’t promise Sebastian that
I will be taking over Frogua’s military! Secondly, Sebastian just casually said that I
will be the fifth elder but this is not the truth! So please don’t go and spread fake
rumors!” After saying that, Joseph turned to look at Si Tianzheng, Lu Tianxun,
and the others. He uttered coldly, (This novel will be daily updtaed at )”And for
you guys, don’t you dare go and spread rumors. If I found out, don’t blame me for
being cruel!” “Yes, my lord!” Si Tianzheng, Lu Tianxun, Shangguan Bo, and Yin
Zheng quickly lowered their heads and promised. Although Joseph did not agree
to their offer but the elders were not going to change their minds. Joseph was
tremendously powerful and the elders were going to make him accept this offer
by hook or by crook! Looking at the trembling bodies of these people, Joseph
couldn’t help twitching his mouth. There was no way these people would believe
him. Joseph rubbed his temples. Sebastian was playing tricks! He had no choice.
Among the kneeling people, Si Tianzheng and Lu Tianxun were more taken aback
than the others. Because they had guessed that he was the Lord of Dragon
Temple and he was the legendary figure in Usmait five years ago, the founder of
the Junlin Group, Fernando Dawson! They bury this thought deep in their hearts
even if Joseph was reluctant to admit it, they didn’t dare to say the slightest
change in emotion. Joseph continued to rub his temples and said, “Well, let’s go.
Since you are all here, come with me to meet Fu Junlin…” “Yes!” Wang Tianhai
and the others quickly got up. The next moment, Wang Tianhai’s personal
military car appeared in front of them. Wang Tianhai opened the door for Joseph
himself. After Joseph got in the car(This novel will be daily updtaed at ), Wang
Tianhai respectfully closed the door for Joseph. The military in front, who was
driving in the front row, was almost scared out of his wits. The God of War
himself opened the door for someone else. What kind of person was sitting in the
back seat? Not to mention the shock that the military experienced, after Joseph’s
car left, Wang Tianhai and a few of his men exchange looks and he then boarded
the cars

behind. The cars behind consist of the Government Affairs Department and the
Police Department. They all had domineering car plates. After getting on the car,
Si Tianzheng quickly said to Lu Tianxun, “Inform the Traffic Department and ask
them to seal off all the routes and not allow any of the car to pass! Quick!” Lu
Tianxun nodded, and then quickly picked up his mobile phone and began to
arrange it. With this, Joseph was accompanied by Usmait’s military, Government
Affairs Department and the Police Department. All the roads were being sealed
off and everyone was trembling when they saw this. They couldn’t imagine what
kind of person would need the protection of Usmait’s military and the Police
Department. Joseph came to Usmait alone, but the entire Usmait was trembling
due to him. This was the treatment of the Lord of the Dragon Temple. This was
the presence of a giant from the Outer Region, when Paige and Chloe was not by



his side, he was the giant where everyone respects and bows to him. His
warmness and caring side of him was only left for his wife and his daughter.
When he was outside, he was the Lord of Dragon temple but in front of Paige and
Chloe, he was just an ordinary father. Joseph sat calmly in the car of Wang
Tianhai and drove toward the place where Fu Junlin was being held captive…

meanwhile, when Joseph was heading to Fu Junlin, in a pavilion in the
headquarters of the Frogua’s military in Vowhye City, more than 3,000 miles
away, two old men were also staring in the direction of the Usmait. They were
the third and fourth elders of Frogua. After staring in the direction of Usmait, the
third Elder said to Sebastian, “Sebastian, are you really ready to hand over the
Frogua’s Ministry of War to that

guy?”

Sebastian narrowed his eyes and nodded slowly. “Yes, I believe that he is the
right person for this. Although the last few generations of the Dawson family are
not particularly outstanding, the only exception is that child. Moreover, he is the
strongest Outer Region’s God of War, Charles’s grandson. He is in the footsteps
of Charles. How could such a person betray the Frogua? Impossible. I believe in
Charles, and I also believe in this child…” The third elder also nodded and uttered,
“Yes, so do I. But I didn’t judge him by his background but I judged him from how
he organized his wedding in Oplen…”

The Third Elder paused for a moment before continuing, “Even if it was me this
old man, I would tear up seeing that Hundred Cities Wedding. His wife, the girl
name Paige. She is also a well-educated, kind and determined person. From what

he did for his wife, it can be seen that he is a person who values love and loyalty! I
agree that with you for handling the military over to him but does it have to be so
soon? Is it that you can no longer conceal that injury of yours?” The third elder
finally glanced at Sebastian with some worry. Sebastian waved his hand
nonchalantly and said, “It doesn’t matter. I’ve been fighting all my life and I have
been expecting something like this. Don’t worry, I won’t die in the near future.”
Sebastian’s eyes squinted as he spoke. (This novel will be daily updtaed at )A cold
glint flashed in his eyes as he said in a cold voice: “However, I am certain that he
will not stay in Usmait for too long, even if he is willing to let the Dawson family
go, I don’t think that they will be willing to let him go. I’ve gotten news that the
Dawson family had arranged to meet up with him… I have a hunch that he will
return to Vowhye soon and that time I’m afraid things might turn ugly…” The
third elder’s expression turned gloomy when he heard this. Same as Sebastian,
his eyes turned cold as he said, “Yes, let him come. When he’s here, you and I, we
will head to the Dawson family together!” Sebastian nodded his head in
agreement and continued, “Actually, it’s good that the kid went to Usmait
because there will be turmoil there. The Outer Region’s forces have already
infiltrated there. With the kid there, Usmait will be very safe… it might be even
better if he was there than me…” The third elder raised his eyebrows and
hurriedly asked, “Do you mean that the genius of the Yin family has returned?”
Sebastian nodded and said, “Yes, Smiyacia has been suppressing us in technology
advancement for so many years. This time, the genius of the Yin family will return
to Frogua with great resistance, but we have already arranged people to pick her
up. Charles will be the one in charge to pick her up. With Charles here only was
she willing to return back to Usmait. It’s just that the forces in the Outer Region



will infiltrate in..” Sebastian paused for a moment before continuing, “However,
with the Lord of Dragon Temple in Usmait, I’m afraid those people have nothing
they can do…” The Third Elder nodded with a laugh. (This novel will be daily
updtaed at )The younger generation of the Frogua were here to replace them.
These old men were very gratified, very gratified…
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